1. Article 7 update, Final Roll, Pictometry,– B. Dowling
2. Cable Franchise - M. Mannix
3. PSU/Town Collaboration – M. Cashman
4. Bill Glidden – Retirement
5. On The Waterfront – September 6, 2014
6. Local Waterfront Revitalization Program Grant Project Advisory Committee

DRAFT RESOLUTIONS

1. Minutes
2. 014-XXX Committee Reports
3. 014-XXX Appointment of Mat Rabbideau as WWWI In The WWW Department
4. 014-XXX Request to Purchase an air-conditioning Unit for The Court
5. 014-XXX Appointment Of Alex Provost To The Highway Department
6. 014-XXX Sale of Surplus Equipment
7. 014-XXX Accepting The Retirement of Mr. William Glidden, Deputy Historian
8. 014-XXX Consent To Assign and Change of Control